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Abstract. Reasoning over knowledge graphs is traditionally built upon
a hierarchy of languages in the Semantic Web Stack. Starting from the
Resource Description Framework (RDF) for knowledge graphs, more ad-
vanced constructs have been introduced through various syntax exten-
sions to add reasoning capabilities to knowledge graphs. In this paper, we
show how standardized semantic web technologies (RDF and its query
language SPARQL) can be reproduced in a unified manner with de-
pendent type theory. In addition to providing the basic functionalities
of knowledge graphs, dependent types add expressiveness in encoding
both entities and queries, explainability in answers to queries through
witnesses, and compositionality and automation in the construction of
witnesses. Using the Coq proof assistant, we demonstrate how to build
and query dependently typed knowledge graphs as a proof of concept for
future works in this direction.
Keywords: dependent type theory · knowledge graphs · reasoning.
1 Introduction
The encoding of information in machine-understandable formats in knowledge
graphs, formalized through linked data protocols, has led to its ubiquity and
use in various tasks such as public web search, private knowledge management,
and question answering [11,31,28,25]. Knowledge graphs store everything from
static general facts [19] to dynamic sensor data [17] and from functions and al-
gorithms [8] to rules and theorems [15]. The diversity in the kinds of objects
which are represented in knowledge graphs is summarized in the Semantic Web
Stack [6]. The stack includes both basic languages, such as the Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF) [16] for describing data objects in the graph, and
higher-order languages, such as the Web Ontological Language (OWL) [13] for
describing logical relationships between concepts. For machines to exploit the
spectrum of information encapsulated in knowledge graphs for reasoning, they
⋆ Supported by NVIDIA AI Technology Centre.
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will need a logical theory in which these objects can be understood and manip-
ulated [10].
Data interchange: RDF
Querying:
SPARQL
Taxonomies: RDFS
Ontology: OWL Rules: RIF
Unifying Logic
Fig. 1. Part of the Semantic Web Stack, adapated from [6]. In this work, we reproduce
the functionalities of RDF and SPARQL (boxes in blue) using dependent type theory.
A crucial challenge to be tackled by such a logical theory is provenance, the
tracking of data used in computing a new piece of information for the purpose of
assessing the quality and trustworthiness of the computation [21]. For example,
if a knowledge graph contains the claim that “Barack is the father of Malia”,
it may be unclear if the claim is directly witnessed by some evidence such as a
birth certificate, or indirectly witnessed by a composite of the claims “Barack
is the husband of Michelle” and “Michelle is the mother of Malia” from the
same graph. In many critical applications, we often need to go beyond the list of
witnesses used in a composite to an explicit description of how that composite
was constructed. We argue that a good solution to this challenge is a symbolic
calculus of witnesses, which is the principle behind constructive mathematics [4].
Moreover, we propose using dependent type theory for this purpose, specifically
in the form of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions as implemented by the
software Coq [2].
Our starting point is the Curry-Howard correspondence, which encodes the-
orems and proofs in mathematical logic as types and terms in dependent type
theory [29]. Given a type, there are powerful machine-tactics for building terms
belonging to that type, due to the constructive nature of dependent type the-
ory [20]. As a result, the Curry-Howard correspondence provides strategies for
proving mathematical theorems with help from a machine, which is the guid-
ing philosophy behind successful proof-assistants such as Coq, Agda and Lean
[2,5,22]. We extend the correspondence by viewing queries on knowledge graphs
as types and their witnesses (answers with proof) as terms in dependent type
theory. This paper explores how the extended view provides not just a language
for encoding queries and their witnesses, but also powerful machine-tactics for
deriving witnesses for a given query.
Under this queries-as-types approach, we regard Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URIs) as primitive constants (constructors) or defined constants (definitions)
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in the syntax of the type theory [24]. These URIs constitute a vocabulary that is
shared across all the entities and relations in the knowledge graph, and are the
building blocks for our type-theoretic universe. In this paper, we demonstrate
how RDF triples and SPARQL queries are jointly represented in this universe.
In Section 2, we focus on representations of knowledge graphs in the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and in dependent type theory. RDF triples lay
out type information for each entity as well as relations between the entities
[16], and are the lingua franca of the Semantic Web. To encode RDF graphs
in dependent type theory, we group the vertices (e.g. entities of the form “x is
a person”) and edges (e.g. relations of the form “x is the father of y”) of the
knowledge graph into families, and view each family as a type and its members as
terms of that type. We call the resulting encoding a dependently typed knowledge
graph (DTKG), and formalize this encoding in Coq.
In Section 3, we turn to the querying of knowledge graphs. For RDF graphs,
this is carried in the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language. For DTKGs,
SPARQL queries (e.g. “Who is the father of Malia?”) [26] will be regarded as
record types where the primary fields (e.g. father) coerce to some parent type
(e.g. people) and where the secondary fields store proofs of conditions (e.g. “is
the father of Malia”) satisfied by the primary field. These record types may be
thought of as a form of subtyping, although traditional subtypes in type theory
additionally impose a restriction that the secondary fields be defined by boolean
predicates [18]. We describe the encoding of both direct and composite queries
as record types.
To construct witnesses for a given query, we call on tactics in proof-assistants
to decompose the query into simpler subqueries [20]. Previously-constructed wit-
nesses for the subqueries will be exploited during this process, and the search
for a suitable decomposition can be automated to a large extent [27, VII]. Such
automation is possible because both atomic entities and composite witnesses are
decorated with rich type information.
In summary, the advantages of using dependent type theory as a underlying
logic for reasoning over knowledge graphs are its expressiveness in representing
both entities and queries, the provenance and explainability afforded by witnesses
constructed for the queries, and the degree of compositionality and automation
available for the construction of witnesses. As far as we know, our work is the
first in exploring how knowledge graphs can be encoded within dependent type
theory for reasoning.
2 Representations of Knowledge Graphs
Knowledge graphs such as DBpedia [1], NELL [9] and YAGO [30] provide struc-
tured data and factual information, and have been widely used in applications
like question answering, recommender systems and search engines [11,31,28,25].
A knowledge graph can be expressed as a collection of triples, each consisting of
a subject, a predicate and an object:
KG := {(subj, pred, obj) | subj, obj ∈ E , pred ∈ R} (1)
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where E is a set of entities, and R is a set of relations or predicates. In graph
terminology, E is the set of vertices and KG is the set of directed edges. Each
triple in KG is a directed edge whose source (resp. target) is the subject (resp.
object) of the predicate. Fig 2 illustrates the structure of a knowledge graph and
the terminology for describing its components.
Note that the same relation (e.g. hasFather) can occur in multiple edges. For
example, a knowledge graph could contain both (Sasha, hasFather, Barack) and
(Malia, hasFather, Barack).
Relation/Edge
Entity/Vertex
subject predicate object
Sasha hasFather Barack
Fig. 2. A knowledge graph and its components
In this section, we describe the encoding of knowledge graphs as RDF graphs
as well as DTKGs. We provide an algorithm to convert RDF graphs into DTKGs
and discuss the advantages of DTKGs over RDF graphs.
2.1 RDF knowledge graphs
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [16] is a popular framework for
representing knowledge in graph structures. The RDF is a graph-based data
model structured as a set of triples, shown in (1). A set of such triples is called
an RDF graph, with the components of the triple (i.e. the elements of E and R)
represented using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs).
The RDF format, however, imposes little to no constraints on the triples
that can be created. It provides a basic format to express relationships between
resources and is always used in combination with the RDF Schema (RDFS)
[7], which exploits the capabilities of the RDF layer to describe the semantic
information of these resources. Although RDFS allows us to prescribe the class
information of the subject and object of a predicate, these specifications are still
not restrictions on the predicate. Instead, they merely provide guidance to help
discover possible errors, suggest appropriate values in an interactive editor or
infer additional information in a reasoning application.
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barack maliasasha michelle
father motherhusband
Fig. 3. Knowledge graph of the Obama family
RDF graphs can be serialized in several different formats. In this paper, we
will use the more readable Turtle [3] format (e.g. in Fig 4).
Example 1. As a running example, consider the knowledge graph in Fig 3 which
displays some information about the Obama family. The RDF format allows us
to encode this knowledge graph as an RDF graph, while RDFS allows us to
specify that the entities Barack, Michelle, Malia, Sasha are of class Person (as
opposed to Place, for example). The code in Fig 4 shows the encoding of this
knowledge graph using RDF and RDFS.
1 @PREFIX ex: <http://example.org/>
2 @PREFIX rdf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
3 @PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf−schema#>
4
5 ex:Person rdf:type rdfs:Class.
6
7 ex:father rdf:type rdf:Property; rdfs:domain ex:Person; rdfs:range ex:Person.
8 ex:mother rdf:type rdf:Property; rdfs:domain ex:Person; rdfs:range ex:Person.
9 ex:husband rdf:type rdf:Property; rdfs:domain ex:Person; rdfs:range ex:Person.
10
11 ex:Barack rdf:type ex:Person.
12 ex:Michelle rdf:type ex:Person; ex:husband ex:Barack.
13 ex:Malia rdf:type ex:Person; ex:mother ex:Michelle.
14 ex:Sasha rdf:type ex:Person; ex:father ex:Barack.
Fig. 4. RDF data in Turtle format for the knowledge graph in Fig 3.
Lines 1-3 contain user-defined prefixes that help to shorten the code and
improve readability. Line 5 of Fig 4 declares a class called Person. Lines 7-9
define the predicates (or properties) father, mother, husband whose domains
and ranges are expected to be of class Person. Lines 11-14 define the enti-
ties Barack, Michelle, etc. which are of class Person, along with their relevant
predicates. For example, the second half of line 12 declares that the husband of
Michelle is Barack.
Note that class assertions like ex:Person rdf:type rdfs:Class (line 5) are
also treated as edges of the RDF graph. The RDF graph generated by the code
in Fig 4 would thus look like the graph in Fig 5.
As noted earlier, although this example declares the domain and range of
father to be of class Person, this is not enforced by the system. If we had another
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ex:Barack
ex:Malia
ex:Sasha
ex:Michelle ex:Person
rdfs:Class
rdf:Property
ex
: father
ex
:m
other
ex :husband
rdf : type
rdf : t
ype
rdf : type
rdfs :domain
rdfs :domain
rdfs :domain
rdf : type
rdf : type
rd
f :
ty
pe
rdf : type
rd
f
:
ty
p
e
Fig. 5. RDF graph generated by the code in Fig 4. Semantic information is described
by the resources in red. We only indicate the domain of the properties for brevity.
class Place and an entity Chicago of class Place, we could very well have included
ex:Chicago ex:father ex:Barack in our RDF graph, with no errors being raised.
2.2 Dependently typed knowledge graphs
A dependently typed knowledge graph (DTKG) is a knowledge graph endowed
with type information. Entities are terms of enumerated types, while directed
edges between entities are terms of dependent types. This is best illustrated by
example.
Example 2. In Fig 6, we encode the RDF graph from Fig 4 as a DTKG, using the
Coq proof assistant. The first line uses the Inductive command to define a type
called Person, and immediately populates it with the terms barack, michelle,
malia and sasha. This is an enumerated type because it is defined by simply
enumerating all terms of the type.
1 Inductive Person := barack | michelle | malia | sasha.
2
3 Inductive HusbandOf : Person -> Person -> Type :=
4 | witness_hmb : HusbandOf michelle barack.
5 Inductive MotherOf : Person -> Person -> Type :=
6 | witness_mmm : MotherOf malia michelle.
7 Inductive FatherOf : Person -> Person -> Type :=
8 | witness_fsb : FatherOf sasha barack.
Fig. 6. The RDF graph of Fig 4 expressed as a dependently typed knowledge graph in
the Coq proof assistant.
By contrast, the types HusbandOf, MotherOf and FatherOf (lines 3-8) are de-
pendent types whose definitions depend on previously defined types such as
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Person. Line 3 states that for every pair of terms x and y in type Person, we define
a type HusbandOf x y. Line 4 then populates the type HusbandOf michelle barack
with the term witness_hmb, while all other types of the form HusbandOf x y re-
main empty.
We may interpret relations represented by inhabited types (such as HusbandOf
michelle barack) as being true, while relations represented by uninhabited types
(such as HusbandOf malia sasha) are false. We call the terms of these types wit-
nesses as they represent witnesses of the truth of the relations that they belong
to. As we shall see in Section 3.2, these witnesses will be used to provide ex-
plainability for the answers to queries.
Note that in this example, there are no witnesses for the relation FatherOf
malia barack, even though we might be able to deduce this relation from the re-
lations MotherOf malia michelle and HusbandOf michelle barack. We will return
to this issue in Section 3.4.
2.3 Advantages of DTKGs over RDF graphs
The biggest advantage of DTKGs over RDF graphs is that the type specifications
of entities in DTKGs are enforced restrictions, whereas the class specifications
in RDF graphs are not. Thus, in Fig 6, the subject of the relation HusbandOf has
to be of type Person. If we had another type Place containing a term chicago,
a term of the form witness_hcb : HusbandOf chicago barack would raise a type
error at compile-time.
A less critical difference is that a relation in a DTKG may contain multiple
witnesses to its veracity. For example, the relation Fatherof sasha barack could
contain the terms witness_BC and witness_DNA, representing a birth certificate
and a DNA test, respectively. By contrast, a relation in an RDF graph is either
true or false, represented by the presence or absence of an edge.
The advantages listed above are only with regards to the representation of
a knowledge graphs as an RDF graph or a DTKG. Further advantages with
regards to querying these graphs will be mentioned in the Section 3.5.
2.4 Converting an RDF graph to a DTKG
The process of converting a knowledge graph into a DTKG involves converting
the class and property RDF(S) definitions into enumerated and dependent types.
To each RDFS class, we assign a corresponding enumerative type. We then
use these new types as the domain and range of new dependent types, one for
each RDF property with the same domain and range. We may then populate
these types with the appropriate RDF edges in a fairly straightforward manner.
Algorithm 1 describes this process in more detail.
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Algorithm 1 Conversion of knowledge graph into DTKG
1: for (subj, pred, obj) in KG do
2: if pred is <rdf:type> and obj is not <rdfs:Class> or <rdf:Property> then
3: Construct entity subj of enumerated type Obj, i.e. subj : Obj.
4: end if
5: end for
6: for (subj, pred, obj) in KG do
7: if (pred, rdf:type, rdf:Property) in KG then
8: Construct edge e of dependent type Pred subj obj, i.e. e : Pred subj obj
9: end if
10: end for
Note that this algorithm will succeed only if each RDF entity is assigned
a class, and all edges obey the RDFS class specifications. Thus, running this
algorithm can be a way of checking that an RDF graph obeys its RDFS domain
and range specifications.
3 Querying of knowledge graphs
Querying is the process of retrieving the information stored in a knowledge graph.
For RDF graphs, this may be carried out using the SPARQL Protocol And RDF
Query Language (SPARQL). In this section, we demonstrate how to use built-in
features of the Coq proof assistant to query DTKGs, and compare these to the
equivalent SPARQL queries for RDF graphs.
We introduce a queries-as-types approach to querying knowledge graphs (by
analogy with the propositions-as-types interpretation of logic given by the Curry-
Howard correspondence [14]). In this approach, the process of querying a DTKG
involves two steps:
1. Define the query as a record type Q;
2. Answer the query by constructing terms of Q.
The record type Q identifies a type T (e.g. Person) in which to search for an
answer to the query, and specifies the requirements of the query. Terms of Q may
be treated as terms of T that satisfy the query, and are thus the answers to the
query. These terms can be constructed in Coq through the use of built-in tactics.
In the rest of this section, we elaborate on the queries-as-types approach, and
demonstrate how to carry out direct queries and composite queries in DTKGs.
3.1 Direct queries using Search
Direct queries are queries about a single relation or edge in a knowledge graph,
such as querying for Sasha’s father in Fig 3. In an RDF graph, this is performed
using the following SPARQL sequence:
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SELECT ?person
WHERE { ex:Sasha ex:father ?person. }
ex:Barack
The variable of interest ?person is indicated via the SELECT command, followed
by a WHERE clause that contains the RDF triple pattern to be matched.
Coq’s Search command is most similar to SPARQL’s SELECT . . . WHERE pattern,
and is useful for once-off queries:
Search (FatherOf sasha ?person).
witness_fsb: FatherOf sasha barack
The output lists all terms that match the search pattern, in this case returning
the term witness_fsb whose type FatherOf sasha barack contains our desired
answer barack.
However, the results of this query cannot be manipulated in any way. They
cannot be decomposed (for example, to extract just the answer barack), they are
not stored, and they may not be used as inputs to future queries. To be able to
manipulate query results in these ways, we need to treat queries as types.
3.2 Direct queries as record types
We now describe our queries-as-types approach to querying DTKGs. Continuing
the example above, we wish to query for Sasha’s father in the DTKG in Fig 6.
We start by defining a record type for the query:
Record FatherSasha :=
{ father : Person; proof_father : FatherOf sasha father }.
Record types are used in Coq to define tuples with fields that may belong to
different types. Our query types will be record types containing two fields:
1. The first field specifies the type to search over for our answer – in this case
Person;
2. The second field encodes the query pattern that terms of the first field have
to satisfy. In this case, we restrict to those terms father in the first field such
that FatherOf sasha father is inhabited.
Terms of FatherSasha are pairs of the form (father, proof_father) where father
is of type Person, and proof_father is a term of FatherOf sasha father i.e. a
proof that FatherOf sasha father is inhabited. Thus, terms of FatherSasha are
the answers to our query. Conversely, answering the query involves constructing
these terms.
Every record type comes with a constructor for creating terms of that type
from terms of its fields. The constructor is called Build_[name of type] by default.
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In our example, the constructor is Build_FatherSasha, and we may use it to
construct a term of type FatherSasha:
Check Build_FatherSasha barack witness_fsb.
{| father := barack; proof_father := witness_fsb |}
: FatherSasha
But this assumes that we have already found the terms barack and witness_fsb,
which is the purpose of the query in the first place.
What we want is a method for finding the terms barack and witness_fsb
with which to build a term of FatherSasha. To do this, we first define a theorem:
Theorem sasha_father : FatherSasha.
This tells Coq that we seek a term of type FatherSasha, and that this term
will be called sasha_father when found. Our goal is now to prove this theorem
(i.e. to produce a term of this type). Coq contains built-in tactics that perform
backward reasoning to reduce a goal to smaller subgoal(s). Since the only way
to produce terms of the record type FatherSasha is through Build_FatherSasha,
we call the tactic eapply on this constructor.
Theorem sasha_father: FatherSasha.
Proof. eapply Build_FatherSasha.
1 subgoal
______________________________________(1/1)
FatherOf sasha ?father
Coq reports that our new goal is to find a term of type FatherOf sasha ?father,
for some existential ?father. Again, we do not wish to supply this term ourselves:
we use the constructor tactic to tell Coq to look for terms that will resolve this
subgoal. Coq finds such a term and reports that there are no more subgoals:
Theorem sasha_father : FatherSasha.
Proof. eapply Build_FatherSasha. constructor. Defined.
No more subgoals.
The command Defined indicates a completed proof. The proof is given the
name sasha_father that we included in the theorem statement. Printing this
proof yields the answer barack as well as the term witness_fsb found by the
constructor tactic:
Print sasha_father.
sasha_father = {| father := barack; proof_father := witness_fsb |}
: FatherSasha
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Thus, in addition to the query result, query types also provide explainability of
the result in the form of witnesses.
Finally, if we wish to extract just the answer barack, we may project the term
sasha_father onto its first field using the field name father:
Eval compute in (father sasha_father).
= barack : Person
In this example, there was exactly one inhabitant in the FatherSasha query
type. In general, there may be no, one or multiple inhabitant(s) to a query type,
depending on the availability of the witnesses present in the DTKG.
3.3 Automation, coercion and abstraction
The preceding section described the basic method of using record types to cre-
ate and answer queries. In this section, we extend the basic method to include
additional features.
Automation. Since all direct queries may be resolved using the eapply and
constructor tactics mentioned above, we combine them into a single tactic that
can be applied to automatically construct answers for direct queries. The tactic
language Ltac [12] lets us create a custom tactic which we call dqt
4:
Ltac dqt c := eapply c; constructor.
With this tactic, the proof of the theorem sasha_father : FatherSasha may be
shortened to:
Proof. dqt Build_FatherSasha. Defined.
Coercion. There may be occasions where we wish to treat terms of our query
type as terms of another type. For instance, it might make sense to treat terms
of FatherSasha as terms of Person. Coq allows us to do this via coercion of types,
by modifying the declaration of our query type:
Record FatherSasha :=
{ father :> Person; proof_father : FatherOf sasha father }.
We have replaced the field father : Person with father :> Person, which tells
Coq to coerce terms of type FatherSasha into terms of type Person when required.
For instance, this lets us carry out an equality comparison5 between barack and
sasha_father:
Eval compute in barack == sasha_father.
4 For ‘DTKG Query Tactic’.
5 The eqType in Mathematical Components [18] is enabled here for the use of ==.
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= true : bool
This also works on results of different queries (assuming malia_father has been
similarly defined as a term of FatherMalia):
Eval compute in (sasha_father : Person) == malia_father.
= true : bool
For this comparison to work, we needed to coerce malia_father to be of type
Person. Evaluating sasha_father == malia_father would throw an error, as these
are terms of different types.
Abstraction. Finally, instead of creating query types FatherSasha, FatherMalia
and so on, we may wish to abstract these query types into a pattern that may
be applied to any term of Person. This may be implemented via a dependent
record type of the form:
Record Father (x : Person) :=
{ father :> Person; proof_father : FatherOf x father }.
We can then use the query types Father sasha, Father malia and so on, without
having to define a new query type for each Person. The query type Father sasha
may be used in the same way as FatherSasha:
Theorem sasha_father : Father sasha.
Proof. dqt Build_Father. Defined.
Print sasha_father.
sasha_father = {| father := barack; proof_father := witness_fsb |}
: Father sasha
Note that the same proof dqt Build_Father may be used to produce terms of
Father sasha, Father malia, and so on.
More than just a convenience, abstracting direct queries in this manner is
essential for defining more complex queries, such as the composite queries that
we now turn to.
3.4 Composite queries
The knowledge graph of Fig 3 does not directly show that Malia’s father is
Barack. However, if we had additional information of the form, “The husband of
Malia’s mother is Malia’s father”, we can deduce that Malia’s father is Barack
from the fact that Malia’s mother is Michelle, and Michelle’s husband is Barack.
Deductions of this form may be carried out in knowledge graphs by using
composite queries, which are queries whose answers require information from
multiple edges. This is done in SPARQL as follows:
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SELECT ?father
WHERE { ex:Malia ex:mother ?mother;
?mother ex:husband ?father. }
ex:Barack
We demonstrate how similar queries may be defined for DTKGs using record
types. We first assume that we have constructed the following direct queries:
Record Mother (x : Person) :=
{ mother :> Person; proof_mother : MotherOf x mother }.
Record Husband (x : Person) :=
{ husband :> Person; proof_husband : HusbandOf x husband}.
We define a new record type Father’ whose fields encapsulate the logic that the
husband of the mother is the father:
Record Father’ (x : Person) :=
{ mother’ : Mother x; father’ :> Husband mother’ }.
The first field contain the mother of x, while the second field contains the husband
of the mother in the first field. Since our desired answer is in the second field,
we apply coercion there instead of in the first field.
Malia’s father, although not directly represented in the knowledge graph,
may be inferred using the query Father’ malia:
Theorem malia_father: Father’ malia.
Proof. unshelve eapply Build_Father’.
2 subgoals
______________________________________(1/2)
Mother malia
______________________________________(2/2)
Husband ?mother’
As before, we call eapply on the constructor Build_Father’ to reduce this goal
to its subgoals. The tactic unshelve moves all subgoals into focus (otherwise we
can only see the final goal).
The first subgoal is to produce a term of type Mother malia. This is a direct
query, and can be resolved with our custom dqt tactic:
Theorem malia_father: Father’ malia.
Proof. unshelve eapply Build_Father’.
dqt Build_Mother.
1 subgoal
______________________________________(1/1)
Husband {| mother := michelle; proof_mother := witness_mmm |}
Resolving the first subgoal updates the second subgoal: ?mother is instantiated
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with the term created from querying Malia’s mother. Thanks to coercion, we
may treat this subgoal as one of producing a term of Husband michelle, which
is again a direct query that may be resolved with dqt:
Theorem malia_father: Father’ malia.
Proof. unshelve eapply Build_Father’.
dqt Build_Mother.
dqt Build_Husband. Defined.
No more subgoals.
barack maliasasha michelle
witness fsb
: FatherOf s b
witness mmm
: MotherOf m m
witness hmb
: HusbandOf m b
malia father
: Father′ malia
Fig. 7. Composite queries infer new information by constructing new (dashed) edges.
(We have used FatherOf s b as shorthand for FatherOf sasha barack and so on.)
The constructed term malia_father can be interpreted as a directed edge
from malia to barack composed from the edges witness_mmm and witness_hmb, as
illustrated in Fig 7. It is coerced to barack when passed to functions or dependent
record types expecting an argument of type Person:
Eval compute in barack == malia_father.
= true : bool
In this section, we have seen how record types may be used to define both
direct and composite queries, which may be answered using our custom dqt
tactic. We have also noted the key role of coercion and abstraction in building
up composite queries from direct ones. We are optimistic that Coq can allow the
creation and answering of even more complicated queries on DTKGs.
3.5 Features of DTKGs
We close this section by highlighting features of DTKGs which are not present
in RDF graphs.
Compositionality. The abstraction of the query types like FatherSasha to the
dependent record types like Father (x : Person) allows queries of the same in-
tent in different contexts (represented by the argument x : Person in this case).
In particular, it allows answers from earlier queries to be used as arguments for
future queries. This is crucial in making direct queries the building blocks of
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more complicated composite queries, such as those in Section 3.4. More gener-
ally, we can build more complex queries using any type-compatible combination
of direct and composite queries.
Explainability. The results returned from querying DTKGs contain: (1) the
answer to the query, and (2) witnesses supporting the query. At the DTKG
level, witnesses are atomic objects that provide explanations for answers to di-
rect queries. For composite queries, explanations are supported by the multiple
witnesses required to make the neccessary logical deductions that leads to the
query result. Explanations for all queries are purposefully incorporated in our
answers, and implemented by record types (which generalize dependent pair
types). The use of tactics automates the construction of both the answers and
the witnesses to queries.
Proof relevance. Combining queries-as-types with propsitions-as-types allows
us to view query answers and witnesses as proofs of propositions. As mentioned
in 2.3, DTKGs may contain multiple edges for the same relation between two
entities, such as witness_BC and witness_DNA for FatherOf sasha barack. Thus,
answers to queries may have multiple witnesses to their veracity. Proof relevance
is a concept in constructive mathematics which treats mathematical proofs as
objects and places importance on how a proof was constructed [23]. Adopting
proof relevance provides a clear distinction between answers constructed from
different witnesses. For instance, the terms witness_BC and witness_DNA lead
to different query results sasha_father_BC and sasha_father_DNA which are not
equal (sasha_father_BC = sasha_father_DNA cannot be proven) even though they
may both coerce to the same term:
Eval compute in (sasha_father_BC : Person) == sasha_father_DNA.
= true : bool
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated how to represent and query knowledge
graphs in dependent type theory. More than just reproducing the functionalities
of RDF graphs and SPARQL queries, we have seen how our DTKGs make use
of dependent types and tactics in Coq to provide explainability of query results
through the construction of witnesses in a compositional and automated manner.
Although we only treat the encoding of RDF graphs and SPARQL queries
in this paper, we believe that dependent type theory is sufficiently expressive
to represent constructs from OWL, RDFS and RIF as well. Future work will
reproduce these constructs for carrying out more sophisticated reasoning on
DTKGs. This paper is just a first step towards our larger goal of reasoning with
knowledge graphs in dependent type theory, and we hope that it will serve as a
proof-of-concept and an impetus for future efforts in this direction.
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